ANNAKIN'S NEW RADIOSINGLE « PARACHUTE »
featuring Ed Harcourt (out January 8, 2021)
FROM THE FORTHCOMING ALBUM

In her new single „Parachute“ Annakin sings a duet with the British singer-songwriter Ed Harcourt.
Together their voices are like the sky and the earth, the wind and the fire - the Swiss singer’s
sensual vocal performance contrasting the beautifully dark and raw sounding voice of the
Englishman. He masterfully crafted the music around her lyrics and together they have created an
emotive and edgy ballad that is both catchy and captivating - and perhaps it is the European
answer to Lady Gaga’s and Bradley Cooper’s „Shallow“.
Known for her pure voice and as the queen of Euro trip hop, Annakin was the singer of the
legendary Swiss band Swandive. After the band split up she started working with different
musicians and bands as well as classical orchestras and ensembles. Her music is as organic as
Folk, spherical but edgier than Trip-Hop and catchy but more emotive than Pop. She has released
six albums, all of which appeared in the Swiss album charts. She has received numerous awards
and nominations for her music. She was born and raised in Switzerland, but is said to be distantly
related to Hungarian gypsies.
Depending on who you speak to, you will hear that Ed Harcourt was raised by wolves, he grew up
in a Russian orphanage or discover that he was once part of a travelling circus. The truth is, he
was born in the seventies like Annakin, moved around Europe with his family in the eighties and
now resides in Oxfordshire with his family, two cats and his studio, the Wolf Cabin. Over the years,
he has become a songwriter, studio- and live musician of great repute. Of his six albums to date,
one was Mercury nominated.

Radio Edit: « Parachute », 3’42’’
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